
Curriculum-Based Measurement: Maze Passage: Examiner Copy

Student/Classroom: _____________________ Examiner: ____________ Assessment Date: _______

Yangtze River

Six Minute Solution

The Yangtze River is the longest river in China. It is the third  longest river (in) the world. It runs

from the (mountains) in the West to  the flat (land) in the East by the China (Sea). Over 700

rivers flow into the  Yangtze. (The) water in the river is brown. (The) river runs like a zigzag all  

(of) the way from the mountains to (the) sea. The Yangtze River is divided (into) three parts. In

the upper part, (the)  river is small. There are many (big) rocks and waterfalls. The water

moves  (very) fast. Boats cannot sail in the (upper) part.  In the middle part, the (water) flow is

slower. Many boats sail (on)  the river. There are tall hills (on) both sides of the river.

Sometimes (only)  one boat can sail at a (time). There are lots of trees and (flowers). It is very

pretty. There are (many) small towns and fishing villages built (along) the  river. In this part of 

(the) river, a darn is being built. (It) will be the world's  biggest darn. (Then) there will be no

more floods.  (In) the lower part of the river, (the) river is wide. The water flow (is)  very slow.

Many ships sail on (the) river. The land beside the river (is) flat.  There are many farms and 

(big) cities along the river.  The Yangtze (River) is a very important river in (China). People

have  lived and worked along (the) river for thousands of years.   
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Yangtze River

Six Minute Solution

The Yangtze River is the longest river in China. It is the third  longest river (river, in, sail) the

world. It runs from the (brown, mountains, sometimes) in the West to  the flat (darn, land,

being) in the East by the China (on, Sea, years). Over 700 rivers flow into the  Yangtze. (Can,

The, Mountains) water in the river is brown. (Is, At, The) river runs like a zigzag all  (to, way,

of) the way from the mountains to (the, moves, china) sea. The Yangtze River is divided 

(towns, into, world) three parts. In the upper part, (the, slow, trees)  river is small. There are

many (big, of, there) rocks and waterfalls. The water moves  (fishing, very, beside) fast.

Boats cannot sail in the (sea, upper, divided) part.  In the middle part, the (in, river, water)

flow is slower. Many boats sail (all, on, water)  the river. There are tall hills (on, no, people)

both sides of the river. Sometimes (runs, only, like)  one boat can sail at a (time, be, three).

There are lots of trees and (flowers, sides, boats). It is very  pretty. There are (thousands,

boat, many) small towns and fishing villages built (both, along, zigzag) the  river. In this part

of (a, pretty, the) river, a darn is being built. (It, Waterfalls, More) will be the world's  biggest

darn. (Very, Then, Sea) there will be no more floods.  (Lots, Many, In) the lower part of the

river, (the, it, flow) river is wide. The water flow (fast, is, only)  very slow. Many ships sail on 

(parts, boats, the) river. The land beside the river (many, is, wide) flat.  There are many farms

and (big, into, third) cities along the river.  The Yangtze (from, flat, River) is a very important

river in (China, big, rocks). People have  lived and worked along (the, part, ships) river for

thousands of years.   
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